We analyze the rigid rotator treatment of the three-flavor Skyrme model in the limit of a large number of colors. This is an approximation to the bound state approach to strangeness. The dynamical picture of baryons that emerges is similar to that of the non-relativistic quark model. In particular, we find a collective excitation of the I& background with all the properties of a constituent strange quark. We calculate the nucleon mass and the matrix element (NI.?slN)
Introduction
The strange quark plays a peculiar role in hadronic physics, being neither heavy nor -light. Its mass is comparable to AQ~D, the scale of the strong interactions, a,nd so one ?!. might expect virtual strange quarks to be important in the structure of nucleons. The non-relativistic quark model (NRQM) t e 11 -.
s us differently though: it suggests 1) that the strange quark is relatively light, since flavor SU(3) seems to be a pretty good symmetry;
and 2) that nonetheless the strange quark plays no role in the nucleon since it is not a valence quark. Furthermore, deep inelastic scattering experiments seem to show that the strange quark content of the nucleon is small in that regime.
There are, however, several recent experimental results which indicate that at least two different matrix elements in the proton involving strange quarks are not small at all.
One is (P~~Y~LYS~P), measured in both vp elastic scattering [l] [2] and in deep inelastic pp scattering [3] . Th e other is (N] : ---implying that if the s quark were massless, the proton mass would be only about 600
MeV! This surprising result is not only of theoretical interest, but has a variety of phenomenological implications: a large value for the above matrix element implies a low critical density for kaon condensation in neutron stars [7] and in heavy ion collisions [s] , and affects the couplings to matter of higgs bosons [9] , axions [lo] , and various other dark matter candidates [ 111.
One must conclude that if the experimental determination (1.1) is correct, then the NRQM is not. For then either 1) the strange quark does have large matrix element,s in the ' There have recently been proposals to measure the vector strange moments of the proton, (pISyPsIp), as well. See [4] , [1] .
nucleon, or else 2) SU(3) is too badly broken in the baryon sector by the strange quark mass&o warrant the use of first order perturbation theory in SU(3) breaking.
The former possibility seems to be the more reasonable, since SU(3) predictions seem f to be good for the baryons. The success of the Gell-Mann-Okubo (GMO) baryon mass relations, which follow from the assumption that second-order perturbation in SU(3) sym---metry breaking is negligible, is usually considered an indication that m, can be treated as small. Furthermore, SU(3) apparently works well for mesons. Finally, there seems to be no reason why the underlying QCD theory would suppress the appearence of virtual s quarks. The objection that deep inelastic scattering experiments tell us that strange matrix elements in the nucleon are small is questionable, since these experiments only measure moments of currents, and not (N].?s]N)~.
An apparently bizarre alternative has been offered by Jaffe [13] . He has performed a chiral bag calculation that suggests that indeed, SU (3) is badly broken by the strange quark mass; but that the results from the Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner (GMOR) analysis _ of baryon masses (e.g., linear perturbation in the quark masses) are still valid because . the symmetry breaking -though nonlinear in the quark masses-remains prima.rily in the octet channel. This sounds unlikely since one would expect that if SU(3) symmetry breaking depended nonlinearly on the quark masses, then it would be strong in the 10, -10, 27, etc. channels as well. One would therefore expect to see deviations from the GellMann-Okubo formula (which works to about 10 MeV), p resumably on the scale of the N -C splitting. We will argue, however, that large-N, reasoning alone suggests that the deviations from the GM0 mass rela,tions should be on the scale of the A -C (hyperfine) splitting, and not on the scale of the N -C (hyp ercharge) splitting. While this does not explain why the GM0 relations hold to 10 MeV, the numerical serendipity required to achieve the GM0 predictions may be less than expected.
Abstracting from the specific model considered by Jaffe, his work suggests that nature may work in the following way. The strange quark mass is too large for the first order perturbation theory in m, to be a good approximation. The GM0 mass relations nevertheless hold for a reason different from the perturbative argument, or simply due to a numerical coincidence. In order to accumulate evidence in favor or against this possibility, we need another model where various baryon masses can be calculated as functions of 172,.
2 For a recent discussion of nucleon structure functions and strangeness content, see
WI
In this paper we use the rigid rotator approach to Skyrmions as a toy model in whichthe necessary questions can be posed. We manipulate it into a form where its similarity with the NRQM is quite apparent. Furthermore, we calculate various quark -c model parameters in terms of the parameters of the chiral lagrangian. Our semicla.ssical "derivation" of the valence quark model from the chiral lagrangian may shed some new -.
light on the relation between the Skyrme and quark models and, possibly, on the success of the NRQM.
.-
We will demonstrate that first-order perturbative inclusion of m, is likely to break down badly in the Skyrme model. This does not quite constitute an argument in favor of Jaffe's scenario. The problem is that the SU(3) rigid rotator model is too crude to provide a satisfactory fit to baryon masses. We hope to convince the reader that a chiral model which yields a better agreement with phenomenology, such as the bound state approach to strangeness, may provide a good testing ground for Jaffe's hypothesis as well as for other interesting questions related to strangeness. Since the calculations there are significantly more laborious, we limit ourselves here to a cruder but simpler rigid rotator model.
Specifically, we consider the general chiral Lagrangian for the pseud0sca.la.r mesons, which follows from QCD with N, colors and three flavors of quarks. The symmetry breaking &Ects due to the current masses of the quarks are parametrized by m2/h2, ml< being the kaon mass and A some mass scale. N 1 GeV. Thus SU(3) violating effects in the pseudoscalar meson sector are 2 25%-so that SU(3) is a pretty good symmetry in the meson sector.
We then consider the quantized solitons of this theory with the conventiona. interpretation as the baryons of the underlying QCD theory for a large number of colors, N,.
We find that SU(3) b rea in e ec s in the baryon sector are not simply parametrized by k g ff t inz7/h2, as in the meson sector. In addition to the effects parametrized by n221,-/A2, there are also deviations from SU(3) for the baryons that are analytic functions of 7721\z/Mi, where MO is a parameter that can be determined in any particular soliton model. Alo may be much smaller than the symmetry breaking scale A in the meson sector, in which case SU(3) should b e a much worse symmetry for baryons than for mesons. In fa,ct, the usual SU(3) Skyrme model truncated at four derivatives yields n/r, N 245 MeV! Nevertheless, we find that even for MO < ml<, SU(3) may still look 1 k i e a pretty good symmetry in the baryon sector. In particular, the mass formula one derives is similar to that in the NRQM with the j'. 7 interactions between quarks[l4]. This answer is independent of the shape function F(r). However, it is not "model independent" in the sense that is sometimes used in the Skyrme model literature, which is usually reserved for the results whose validity depends on the rapid convergence of the 1 /N, expansion. What we will do now is repeat the DN calculation at arbitrary NC and show that, as far as the calculation of R is concerned, the large N, approximation (on which the semiclassical quantization of the Skyrme model relies) is invalid at N, = 3.
To calculate R for arbitrary N, we make use of the results of Manohar [19] . He shows that the matrix element of an operator OFi (belonging to SU(3)fl,,,, x SU(2),,;, representations {R, a} and {J, m} respectively) in a baryon state /Pa'; J'm') ma.y be expressed in terms of SU(3) Clebsch-Gordon coefficients as:
(fi?u';fm'I@~IR'u'?m') = pRJ f T 1 f,') (f f' 1 f,') .
'c, and P.R J is the reduced matrix element PRJ = (VolQRJIUo) .
(2.8)
The product of C-G coefficients in eq. (2.6) is summed over all possible contractions (e.g., the D and F contractions of 8 x 8 --+ 8 ).
Our first observation is that for any quark flavor 4, the operatorhas J = 0 and belongs to the SU (3) p re resentation R = 1 $ 8. Since R is reducible, one would expect there to be two independent reduced matrix elements p, rendering the ratio (2.5) dependent not only on the shape function F(r), b u a so on the exact realization of tjq in the chiral t 1
Lagrangian.
Interestingly enough, this is not so. The operator must be realized in the -chiral Lagrangian as
where the O's are operators built out of (U -1) and spatial derivatives of U, transforming a.s In agreement with eq. (2.12), QCD p re ic s suppression of the strange sea and a value d t of R -l/N,. However, to determine the coefficient, one needs to sum an infinite cla.ss of -diagrams. This is not expected to yield anything as simple as the coefficient 2 in eq. (2.12). are not truly "model independent" because they regard all terms in the l/NC series on -.
an equal footing. Actually, the calculations of R are not exceptions in this respect: they highlight a general problem encountered in the quantization of the 3-flavor Skyrme model.
It is well known that, in the 2-flavor case, the same quantum numbers I = J = n+ l/2 arise for all odd N,, i. e., we can pass to a large N, without altering the quantum numbers of the low-lying baryons. The situation is more complicated in the S-flavor case. There the size of the low-lying SU(3) p re resentations grows with increasing N,. Thus, if one wishes to work explicitly with the octet and the decuplet of baryons, one is forced to consider N, = 3 only.
This procedure, which has been used by many authors, has an obvious flaw: one camlot pass to a large N, where the semiclassical approximation is manifestly justified.
In fact, as shown in the example of sec. 2, the calculations relying on this procedure implicitly . sum up all powers of l/N,. The answers may come out significantly different from those o~t$iiEd by retaining only the leading power. Clearly, a lot more has to be done if we wish to study, among other things, the validity of the semiclassical expansion at N, = 3. -With this motivation, we approach the problem from a different angle. We work with a variable N, and identify the coefficients of the leading terms in the l/N, expa,nsion.
We believe that this is the method most closely analogous to the one adopted in the 2----flavor Skyrme model. Furthermore, our procedure sheds some new light on the comiection between the Skyrme model and the NRQM. In fact, to 0(1/N,) we obtain a mass formula identical in form to the mass formula found in the large-N, NRQM. It is satisfying that the dependence of the baryon masses on m, is explicitly calculable to this order. We are not disturbed by the fact that the size of the SU(3) re resentation depends on the number p of colors. We may simply imagine fixing N, = 3 at the end of the calculation to recover the conventional baryon quantum numbers. Also, as shown in the appendices, even at large N, it may be convenient to identify a subset of the lowest representa.tion, which is a natural large-N, analogue of the octet.
Let us now set up a formalism suitable for a systematic l/NC expansion in the 3-flavor case. The basic observation is the following. If we focus on baryons of fixed strangeness and increase N,, then their relative strangeness content is c( l/N,, i. e., they only devia.te a little into the strange directions of the collective coordinate space. Perturbation theory in these deviations allows us to construct l/NC expansions for various baryon observables, with the dspendence on m, calculable analytically.
In this section we discuss this qua,ntiza,tion procedure, and address the calculation of (N ISSIN) in sec. 5. When we add a nonzero strange quark mass, we will see that the mass splittings within the o-&et depend only on Cp. The term with the explicit NC dependence a.rises from the Wess-Zumino term. f The SU(3) multiplet containing the particle we will identify with the proton contains baryons with up to (NC + 1)/2 strange quarks. This means that the wave function of the -.
proton will extend only 0(1/N,)
into the strange directions of SU(3), in a sense which we _ will make precise below. This motivates us to write 4) = WW) , with A@) E SW) 7
We then expand perturbatively in the SU(3)/SU(2) x U(1) coordinates, since the proton wavefunction resides almost entirely in SU (2): .
and arrive at a simple quadratic Lagrangian for a "kaon" doublet:
LIc(m, = 0) = 4@I;' I< + i:
Ix-E & (::I:::) *
The reason for doing this expansion is that now we may easily take into account the effects of nonzero m,. We set pM= diag( 0, 0, pm,) in (3.1). Note that MU, = UOM = M.
It is simple then to extend (3.5) to nonzero m,. We find
The reader will recognize that this Lagrangian is the same as for a charged particle in two dimensions, with a perpendicular magnetic field and a centra,l harmonic restoring f force. The magnetic field strength is CJ(N,). Thus for either large N, or large m,, we will find (_N-llTi~h']N) < 1 and our expansion in powers of K will be validated 3. 3 Much has been said about how quantizing the Skyrmion with a Wess-Zumino term is analogous to quantizing the motion of a particle around a magnetic (hypercharge) monopole [28], [29] . By expanding in K to quadratic order, we are approximating SU(3)/SU(2)
x U(1) by t wo flat surfaces, parameterized by KS and I<', with a normal magnetic field. Therefore we find an infinite number of Landau levels in the planes rather than a finite set of quantized states on a compact surface. So long a,s we stick to Landau levels of small radius ((Kt K) << l)-or equivalently, to baryons with negative strangeness << NC-this is a good approximation.
with n,,ng_ integers. As is easily surmised, the state In,, ns) looks as if it contains n, squark-and n, S-quarks. This identification will be made more precise in the next section.
The states with n, # 0 correspond to the exotic states found in the Skyrme model, which -f are usually presumed unstable. In the bound state approach to strangeness [15] , which has more degrees of freedom than the rigid rotator, these states are indeed unsta.ble. Note .--that even in the W(3) 1 imit m, + 0, it costs energy to produce a state with an S, but not to replace a u or a d with an s-quark.
So far we have constructed baryon states which are eigenstates of strange-ness but carry no definite isospin or angular momentum.
In order to identify the eigenstates of I and J, it is necessary to excite the SU(2) collective coordinate A(t). For each va,lue of strangeness, we will be able to construct a tower of narrowly split states of increasing spin and isospin.
The lagrangian depends on A(t) only through the angular velocity &; defined by AtA = i&iTi; H ca.nnot be solved exactly, our goal is to determine the energy levels correct to 0(1/N,).
To this end, we will use first order perturbation theory in fud -;(IIt% -I%%lII) (3.16) where fud is the momentum conjugate to a'. Our notation is intended to remind the reader that,ifi the quark language yud is the net angular momentum of the u and d quarks. In XI(A) are the wave functions defined on the SU(2) g rou manifold which were extensively p -discussed in ref. [30] . Th e index I labels the spin-isospin representation.
In order to identify the wave functions which correspond to various excitations of the total spin a.nd isospin, we need to construct the i and Joperators. Thus, fs is the contribution of the strange excitations to the angular momentum. Eq.
(3.19) shows that each unit of strangeness carries half a unit of angular momentum. Remembering that the creation operators are two-component objects, we can decompose the Fock states In,, n,) into irreducible representations of J:. Then the irreducible representations of f can be constructed as sums of products of the form (3.17) using the familiar addition of angular momenta.
Further restriction on the baryon wave functions comes from the fact that they must carry definite total isospin. This restriction is particularly easy to implement. Since A'
does not transform under isorotations, isospin only acts on XI(A): f = fud. In other words, the subscript I of the collective coordinate component of the wave function is t,he total isospin. It follows that each unit of strangeness behaves as an object with no isospin and half a unit of spin. These are the familiar spin-isospin quantum numbers of a strange quark.
Further constraint on quantum numbers follows from the fact that all SU (2) (4.5)
HI does not include the full l/NC correction to the masses: the terms quartic in I<, which we have so far omitted, are also 0(1/N,-). Th e incorporate the straage quark -stra,nge y quark magnetic moment interactions. Thus, the calculation of C is a somewhat painful exercise involving the expansion to fourth order in K. Its result will be reported elsewhere.
We C&G, however, compare the results for other parameters with their empirical values. Note that this result agrees with the large NC value (2.12) for m, = 0, as it should.
We must take care interpreting this result. First of all, there is the problem of the finite renortialization of the Skyrmion mass due to meson loops, which we ignore. Secondly, we must remember that + and MO are parameters that may be expanded in a power series in some experiments, this number is indeed found to be close to i [32] . However, the result should be taken with a grain of salt since it is not a direct experimental measurement, but is interpreted in the context of the parton model. Also, it isn't clear that the measurements may be sensibly extrapolated to zero momentum transfer. The experimental result should simply be taken as suggestive that the quark sea in the nucleon may significantly break SU(3) at zero momentum tra.nsfer, and that the non-linearity exhibited in (5.2) could be real.
Discussion
We would now like to compare our treatment of the SU (3) directions" (S(t) in eq. (3.3))) and the ones that do not (A(t) in eq. (3.3)). As expla.ined above, the expansion about S(t) = 1 p rovides us with a simple way of performing the l/N, expansion both in the case of unbroken SU(3) and when arbitrary strange quark mass is included. Thus, we have developed an approximation to the large-NC analogue of Yabu and Ando's solution [23] of the SU(3) rigid rotator at N, = 3. Our method may prove useful both because of its simplicity and also because the semic1assica.l qua,ntiza,tion is only strictly correct in the large-N, limit. Let us point out that all approa.ches based on the rigid SU (3) t t ro a or have a common defficiency once the kaon mass term is included: the rotations in the "strange directions" become only approximate collective coordinates.
-Strictly speaking, as the soliton rotates into strange directions, it also has a tendency to deform. For a sufficiently large m, this effect is significant. The previous paragraph makes it clear that the S = -1 excitation in the rigid rotator model of the previous sections is at least a rea.sonable qualitative approximation to a simi1a.r excitation in the bound state approach, where it is created by populating the lowest bound mode. Unfortunately, this connection does not exist for the exotic S = 1 mode. Even in the approximation of eq. (3.11), w+ > mK. This means that the S = 1 states are unstable ----_ and, in a treatment more complete than the rigid rotator model, will decay into mesons and nucleons. Therefore, in the bound state approach their profile functions oscillate at large r and do not resemble the profile of eq. (6.2). Th us, the rigid rotator approximation does not treat these modes correctly. All of this suggests that the bound state approach is a better tool for studying such questions as the strange matrix elements in the proton.
However, one has to pay the price of doing much more complicated calculations taking into account the infinity of kaon normal modes. Some work in this direction has already been performed [33] .
In spite of the differences listed above, the basic assumption of the bound sta,te a.ppreach is the same as in our rigid rotator treatment.
Namely, the presence of significa.nt non-linearities in the dependence of observables on m, is not necessarily in conflict with the successes of the SU(3) ph enomenology. Although much more work is needed to substantiate this, the limited phenomenological success of the bound state approach [16] [34] raises the speculation that this assumption may be realized in nature.
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P-4)
_ Perhaps, the large-N, reasoning can be invoked to explain why the hyperfine splitting (us)
is a few times smaller than the hypercharge splitting (a~). 
